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41. INTRODUCTIOS 
THE WORK of Smale and Hirsch in the late fifties on immersions [14], [S] settled some long- 
standing conjectures of Whitney and Ehresmann, and spawned a line of theorems which 
were put in a powerful general framework by Gromov [S]. Gromov considered a differenti- 
able fibre bundle p: E + X which is natural to the differentiable structure of X in the 
following sense: there is a map Q which associates to any dif’feomorphismf: U -+ V between 
open subsets U, V of X, a diffeomorphism Q(f): p-‘(U) -p-‘(V) covering f, such that 
Q(f) depends continuously on f and (P defines a functor from the category Q(X) of local 
diffeomorphisms of X to B(E). The “extension” (D of B(X) to Q(E) induces an extension 
CD’ of Q(X) to B(F), where pr : 15’ ----t X is the bundle of r-jets of local sections ofp. Consider 
an open subbundlep,‘: E,’ - X ofp’ which is invariant under the action of the pseudogroup 
&Z(X) via the induced extension W (i.e. E,’ consists of jets satisfying an *‘ intrinsic open 
differential inequality”). Gromov showed that the r-jet map induces a weak homotopy 
equivalence of the space of smooth sections ofp whose r-jets lie in E,’ (with the C” topology) 
to the space of continuous sections of pur (with the Co topology). provided that X is non- 
closed (i.e. every compact component has a boundary). 
This formulation of Gromov’s theorem is due to Haefliger [6] and Poenaru [13], who 
gave a proof developed from the early results of Smale and Hirsch, through the work of 
Thorn [16]. Hirsch and Palais (unpublished), Phillips [12], and themselves [7]. Let X and Y 
be smooth manifolds. Phillips’ result, that if X is non-closed and dim X 2 dim Y, then the 
differential induces a weak homdtopy equivalence of the space of submersions of X in Y 
to the space of tangent bundle epimorphisms from TX to TY. is recovered from Gromov’s 
theorem by taking E = X x Y with the extension @: Q(X) + Z(E) defined by @(f)(x, JJ) = 
(f(x), y). and the subbundle E,’ c E’ of l-jets of graphs of maps X+ Y of maximal rank. 
Smale and Hirsch had proven that if X is non-closed or of dimension less than that of Y, 
then the differential induces a weak homotopy equivalence of the space of immersions of 
X in Y to the space of tangent bundle monomorphisms from TX into TY. The requirement 
that X be non-closed when dim X = dim Y in the immersion theorem was clarified by the 
observation that the immersion theorem in positive codimension can be deduced from the 
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submersion theorem, using the (non-closed) normal bundle of the source manifold in the 
target. A manifold X is non-closed if and only if it has a handle decomposition with no 
handles of index = dim X. 
In this paper we prove an equivariant version of Gromov’s theorem. Let p: E + X be 
a smooth fibre bundle on which a compact Lie group G acts as a group of bundle maps, 
and suppose p has the equivariant coverin g homotopy property. Let U,(X) be the pseudo- 
group of equivariant diffeomorphisms betvveen G-invariant open subsets of X. We consider 
a natural extension of S,(X) to 9,(E). and the subspace of smooth equivariant sections 
ofp whose r-jets satisfy a given intrinsic G-invariant differential inequality (i.e. whose r-jets 
lie in an open G-subbundle pU’: E,’ - X of the r-jet bundle pr: E’--* X which is invariant 
under the induced action of QJX)). Let E,’ c E’ be the G- and B,(X)-invariant subspace 
of E’ comprising r-jets of equivariant local sections of p. The main theorem (Theorem 3.2) 
asserts that under suitable conditions on X, the r-jet map induces a weak homotopy equiva- 
lence of the space of smooth equivariant sections of p whose r-jets lie in E,‘, to the space 
of continuous equivariant sections of pUr whose images lie in E,’ (when G is a finite group, 
for example, this is the space of all continuous equivariant sections of p,‘). 
92 contains some preliminary facts about G-manifolds, including the natural invariant 
stratification by orbit type and invariant decompositions into bundles of handles over 
orbits. Fibre bundles with group action are introduced and sufficient conditions for the 
equivariant covering homotopy property given. The main theorem is formulated precisely 
in $3, and proved in $5. 
A counterexan~ple. Let D’ be the l-disc [- 1, 11. Let X = S’ x D1 with Zz-action 
(_t 1)(x, t) = (x, +t), Y = R’ with Z,-action (i l)(yi, y2) = (r,, i-y,), and let p be the 
trivial G-fibre bundle E = X x Y--t X. If E,’ c E’ is the subbundle of l-jets of maximal 
rank, then the space of continuous equivariant sections ofp,’ is non-empty. If the space of 
smooth equivariant sections ofp with l-jets of maximal rank were weak homotopy equiva- 
lent to this space, there would exist an equivariant immersion X-+ Y. But restricting to 
the fixed point sets we would have an immersion S’ ---t W. This is impossible. 
In the above example, the G-manifold X is non-closed, but the fixed point set is closed. 
X has a decomposition into bundles of handles over orbits, all handles of index <dim X. 
But though a handle bundle over an orbit may not be of top index, the action of the isotropy 
subgroup of a point in the orbit on the transverse disc of the fibre over that point imposes 
symmetry conditions restricting our freedom to make equivariant deformations. 
In the main theorem we require that each invariant stratum in the base of the bundle 
be non-closed. This condition is shown in $4 to be equivalent to the existence of a decompo- 
sition into “ good ” bundles of handles over orbits. Here “ good ” means that the transverse 
disc of the handle over a point on the orbit has a one-dimensional subspace on which the 
isotropy subgroup of that point acts trivially. The symmetry conditions imposed by the 
group action on a good handle bundle are weak enough that we can make equivariant 
deformations inside the handles in order to obtain the covering homotopy property of 
certain restriction maps for smooth equivariant sections whose r-jets satisfy the given open 
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condition. This is established in $5 along with other lemmas used to prove the main theorem 
inductively over a good handle bundle decomposition of the base. 
In $6 vve give equivariant generalizations of the immersion and submersion theorems. 
as consequences of the main theorem. The equivariant immersion theorem is applied in $7 
to enumerate regular G-homotopy classes of equivariant immersions in some simple cases. 
The results in this paper were announced in [2]. The material here includes part of a 
dissertation written at Brandeis University under Richard S. Palais. His encouragement 
and advice are happily acknowledged. 
$2. PRELIMINARIES ON hl.UIFOLDS AND BUNDLES WITH GROUP ACTION 
G-manifolds and G-cector bundles. For basic definitions, see Janich [I 11. Throughout 
this paper G denotes a compact Lie group. Let X be a (differentiable) G-manifold, and 
x E X. We denote by Gx the orbit of x, and by G, the isotropy subgroup of x. The conjugacy 
class (G,) of G, in G is called the type of the orbit Gx. The set of orbit types is partially 
ordered as follows: (Hi) 5 (H,) if some conjugate of Hz is a subgroup of H,. An incariant 
component of X is the inverse image, under the orbit map X -+ X/G, of a component of the 
orbit space X/G. 
A G-vector bundle E--t G/H over a homogeneous space G/H (H is a closed subgroup 
of G) is completely determined by the fibre V over the identity coset 1 H (V is an H-module). 
In fact the fibre bundle G x H V-P G/H associated to the principal bundle G + G/H is a 
G-vector bundle, and the map [g, tl] -+ gv of G x H V into E is a G-vector bundle isomorphism 
over G/H. Here G x H V denotes the orbit space of G x V under the action of H defined 
by h(g, ~1) = (g/r-‘, hn), and [g, v] the image of (g, V) under the orbit map. 
Let X be a G-manifold and x E X. The differential induces a linear representation of 
the isotropy subgroup G, on the normal space V, = TX,/T(Gx), of the orbit Gx at the 
point x. By an equivariant version of the tubular neighborhood theorem, there is an equi- 
variant diffeomorphism of a G-invariant open neighborhood of the zero section of the 
slice bundle G x o, V, onto a G-invariant open neighborhood of Gx in X, mapping the zero 
section canonically onto the orbit Gx. 
Stratification by orbit fype. Let X be a G-manifold and H an isotropy subgroup. The 
umon XCH, of all orbits of type (H) is a G-invariant differentiable submanifold of X:We call 
X,,, an orbit bundle of X since it is in a canonical way a (right) fibre bundle with the orbits 
of type (H) as fibres. 
The fixed point set XH of H is a submanifold of X. The saturation XCH’ = G . XH = 
{x E Xl (G,) < (H)} of XH is a closed subspace of X, and XCH) is an open dense subspace of 
XCHJ. The spaces XtH’ provide a stratification of the G-manifold X which can be used to 
study it “ one orbit type at a time “. 
Decompositkn by handle bundles. Let Gx be an orbit in the G-manifold X, and let 
V, W be Riemannian G-vector bundles over Gx. The fibres V,, W, of V, W over the point 
I are G,-modules, and we have canonical isomorphisms V g G x o, V,, W z G x c, W,. 
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We denote by D( V,) (respectively S( V,)) the unit disc (respectively unit sphere) in V,. ant 
byD(P)zG x GX D( V.T) (respectively S(V) z G x G, S( V,)) the unit disc bundle (respectively 
unit sphere bundle) of P”. The bundle 
with fibre D( V,) x D( IV,) is called a handle bundle with in&x = dim P’. Suppose Z, Y are 
invariant submanifolds of X, and 4 : S(V) @ D(W) -+ 2;Z is an equivariant embedding, where 
If Y = Zu,+ (D(v) 0 D( bv)), i.e. Y arises from the disjoint union of Z and D(v) 0 D(Ct;; 
by identifying eachp E S(V) @ D(W) with 4(p) E 2Z, then we say Y is obtained by .. attaching 
the handle bundle D(V) @ D(W) to Z via S(V) @ D( I+‘) “. 
In the same way, if Y = Z U 6 (M x Z), where 1M is a compact G-manifold (perhaps 
with boundary) of the same dimension as 8Z, and 4: M x 0 - ?Z is an equivariant embed- 
ding (G acts trivially on I), we say Y is obtained by “attaching the invariant collar M x 1 
to Z”. Here and elsewhere in this paper we ignore problems of rounding corners. 
A G-manifold possesses an invariant decomposition into handle bundles over orbits 
just as a manifold possesses a handle decomposition (in particular a compact G-manifold 
has a finite handle bundle decomposition). These results can be proved using an *’ invariant 
Morse function” with orbits as critical submanifolds, as in Wasserman [17]. or, as we will 
see in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using the stratification by saturations of fixed point sets, 
along with familiar results on handle decomposition. 
G-jibre bundles. Let X be a G-manifold and p: E --) X a (locally trivial) differentiable 
fibre bundle. If there is a differentiable action of G on E such that each g E G operates as a 
bundle map over the given map g: X- X, then we say that p: E-P X is a (differentiable) 
G-jibre bundle (when p has a specified Lie structure group, bundle maps are understood to 
be induced by principal bundle maps). 
Examples. The projection p: X x Y ---* X from a product of G-manifolds with the dia- 
gonal action is equivariant, and G acts as a group of bundle maps if we consider p a trivial 
fibre bundle with structure group G. We call p a tririal G-fibre bundle. A G-vector bundle 
is a G-fibre bundle with structure group a general linear group. 
A differentiable G-fibre bundle p: E -+ X is called G-locally trivial if for each s E X 
there is a G,-invariant neighborhood U, of x such that p 1 ri, is differentiably G,-equivalent 
to the trivial G,-fibre bundle UX x p-‘(x). G-local triviality enables us to vvork equivariantly 
in local coordinates. In [l] it is shown that a differentiable G-fibre bundle p: E + A’ is 
G-locally trivial if and only if it has the equivariant covering homotopy property. and that 
if p has any Lie structure group or has compact fibre, then it possesses these properties 
(though not in general). 
If p: E-t A’ is a G-locally trivial differentiable G-fibre bundle and s a CL equivariant 
section of p (0 < k I a~) defined on a closed invariant subspace rl of X, then s can be 
extended to a Ck equivariant section on an invariant neighborhood of ,4. 
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$3. FOR4lULATION OF THE 31.41s Ti-EOwnl 
Let C be a compact Lie group and p: E - X a G-locally trivial differentiable G-fibre 
>undle. Let p’: E’ = J’(E) * X be the bundle of r-jets of p. Then p’ is naturally a differenti- 
able G-fibre bundle. the action of g E G on the r-jet of the germ 4 of a section of p at .r E X 
riven by g(i.<‘4) = j,,‘(g+g- ‘). 
Now let E,’ = J,‘(E) c E’ be the subspace (not subbundle) of E’ comprising r-jets of 
’ equivariant local sections ” of p; i.e. equivariant sections defined on invariant open sub- 
jets of X. Then E,’ is a G-invariant subspace of E’. Let pG’ be the restriction of p’ to E,‘. 
The r-jet map induces a continuous map j’: r,“(p) + r,O(p’) from the space of C” 
equivariant sections of p (with the C” topology) to the space of continuous equivariant 
sections of p’ (with the Co topology), hence also a continuous map j’: F,“(p) - Fc”(pc’), 
where rcoipc’) is the subspace of Fc’(p’) of sections whose images lie in E,‘. 
Remark. Let 6’: E’ -+ E be the natural projection, and consider s E I,‘($). For s E X, 
the map r: Gx -+ E defined by r(gx) = gD’s(x) = ~‘s(gx) is a smooth section of the bundle p 
restricted to the orbit Gx. Now s E rGo(pG’) if and only if for each s E X and Xr = 1, . , r, 
the X--multilinear part of s(x) operates on the product of k copies of 7(Gx), as the X-th 
derivative oft at x. In particular if G is a finite group, then rco(pc’) = I,‘@‘). 
The reason for introducing E, ’ is seen in the following example. 
E.uample. Assume that G acts freely on manifolds X. Y (i.e. if gx = x for some x, 
then g = 1). Then the orbit spaces are manifolds and the orbit maps (right) principal bundles 
with structure group G. Equivariant maps X -+ Y are just bundle maps. When X is non- 
closed (so that X/G is non-closed) and dim X 2 dim Y, can we deduce a theorem about 
equivariant submersions X-+ Y from Phillips’ theorem applied to submersions X/G --+ Y/G? 
Let Sub(X, Y) (respectively Sub,(X. Y)) be the space of submersions (respectively 
equivariant submersions) X- Y. The natural map Sub&X, Y) -+ Sub(X/G, Y/G) is a 
(locally trivial) fibration with fibre the space of C” bundle automorphisms of X- X/G. 
According to Phillips’ theorem the differential induces a weak homotopy equivalence 
ci: Sub(X/G, Yj’G) + Max(r(X/G). T( Y/G)), 
where Max denotes the space of tangent bundle maps of maximal rank. with the Co topology. 
Is there a fibration Max,(TX. 7-Y) --+ Max(T(X/G), 7( Y/G)) with fibre weak homotopy 
equivalent to that for Sub,(X, Y)? Takin g orbit spaces of TX, TY gives a fibration 
Ma@-X. TY) --’ Max((TX)/G, (TY)/G) with fibre the space of continuous bundle automor- 
phisms of X -+ X/G (homotopically the same as the space of C” automorphisms). If we re- 
strict to a subspace of ,Max,(TX, 7-Y) of bundle maps which take tangents to orbits into 
tangents to orbits in a way completely determined by the induced maps on the bases. we 
get a fibration to Max(T(X/G). T( Y/G)) with fibre weak homotopy equivalent to that fat 
Sub,( 7-X. TY). 
Note that if f: X -+ Y is a smooth equivariant map and .Y E X, then elf;\ T(Gx), is in- 
duced by the differentiable map gx -+gf(x) of G.u onto Gf(.r). Hence let Max,*(TX. 7-Y) 
be the space ofequivariant bundle maps F: TX --t TY of maximal rank, such that for each 
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ordered set are precisely the (topologically) closed invariant components of the orbit bun- 
dles XC,, in X (so are invariant submanifolds of X). 
THEOREM 3.1. The follo\b?ng conditions are equivalent :
(a) All minimal elements of the partially ordered set {Xi’) are non-closed. 
(b) All orbit bundles XtH) of A’ are non-closed. 
(c) There is a decomposition of X into good handle bundles and inrariant collars. 
This theorem is proved in the next section. 
We can now state the main theorem. As described above. let p: E -+ X be a G-locally 
trivial differentiable G-fibre bundle with a continuous extension CD: a,(X) + 9&E). and 
let E,,’ be an open G-subbundle of E’ invariant under the action of Qc(X). 
THEOREM 3.2. If X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1, then 
i’: ~“,.,,~P) --) l--GO(PI-.,> 
is a weak homotopy equiralence. 
The theorem is proved in $5. As in Poenaru [ 131 we can actually prove a relative version 
of the theorem at no extra cost, but for simplicity we describe only the absolute case. The 
theorem specializes to Gromov’s theorem when G = 1. 
$I. G-hl.ANIFOLDS WITH SON-CLOSED ORBIT BUNDLES 
The manifolds in this section may have corners. Z always denote the trivial G-space 
[O, Il. 
If Y is a G-manifold with boundary, and Z a G-submanifold of Y, we say that the pair 
(6 Y. c?Z) is G-colfared in (Y, Z) if 2 n d Y = L7Z and (i’ Y, ZZ) x I is G-diffeomorphic to a 
neighborhood of (c? Y, SZ) in (Y, Z). The following simple lemmas are needed in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Y be a G-manifold and (H) an orbit type of Y. Then i’( YCHJ = (8 Y),,, 
and the pair (a Y, c?( Y,,,)) is G-collared in (Y, YCF,,); in fact if d Y x I is an incariant collar 
of d Y in Y then a( Y,,,) x I c 2 Y x I is an incariant collar of 2( Y,,,) in YCHJ. 
LE~IXIA 4.2. Let Y be a G-manifold Ic,ith a single orbit type. Y is obtained from an in- 
rariant submanifold Z c Y by attaching a handle bundle D(V) @ D(W) (ocer an orbit Gy) 
by S( If) @ D(W), bchere the G-r:ector bundles V, W haCe jibre dimension i., ;L (respectively), 
if‘and only if Y/G is obtained from Z/G by attaching a handle D” x D” cia S”-’ x D’. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Y be a compact connected manifold \lTith boundary (perhaps rvith corners) 
and Z a compact subman$old iL,ith boundary such that (2 Y, 8Z) is collared in (Y, Z). If Z 
is connected, or if ecery component of Y - Z meets d Y, then Y can be obtained from a closed 
tubular neighborhood IV of Z by attaching finitely many handles of index < dim Y. 
Now let X be a G-manifold and {Xii] i E I(j),j E J> the partially ordered set of invariant 
components of the saturations X(“J) of fixed point sets of X, as in 53. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is clear; in fact the minimal 
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elements Xi’ are precisely those invariant components of the orbit bundles which are no 
a priori non-closed. 
We will show (a) and (~c) are equivalent. One direction is very easy. Suppose that ; 
has a good handle bundle decomposition and that Xi’ is a minimal element of {X,‘}. Th 
intersections of the good handle bundles with X,’ give a good handle bundle decomposition 
of Xi’. hence (by Lemma 4.2) a handle decomposition of X,‘,‘C with no handles of top index 
so that Xi’/G and therefore X,j are non-closed. 
Now assume that all minimal elements of {X,j) are non-closed. 
We first consider the case that X is compact, Rename the (finitely many) Xi’ as follow 
Let Y=‘,z= 1, . . . . k,, be the set of minimal elements in (A’,‘]; let Yp2, /I = 1, , k,, bs 
the set of minimal elements in (Xc’] - { Y,l}; and so on. By Lemma -1.2 each Y,r has a gooc 
handle bundle decomposition. Then a closed invariant tubular neighborhood A’( Y,‘) o 
Y,’ in X has a good handle bundle decomposition (we have just “thickened” the hand11 
bundles of Y,‘). Choose the n;( Y,‘), z = I, . , A-,, disjoint and let :V’ = UIV( Y,‘). 
Now CI(X - IV’) (Cl = closure) is a compact G-manifold (with corners) whose minima 
elements (in the sense of the hypothesis of the theorem) are the invariant components o 
Cl( YflZ - /VI), p = I, . ) k2. Each invariant component of CI( YUz - N’) must mee 
Z( Y,’ - u Y,‘) c ZX, since otherwise some A’( Y,‘), hence some Y,’ lies in the interior o 
A’, which implies Y, ’ is closed (using Lemma 4.1). Thus (using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3) Y,,. 
is obtained from Yfiz n A” by attaching good handle bundles. Thickening this construction 
in CI(X - iv’) (i.e. taking disjoint tubular neighborhoods of Ci( Y,’ - IV’) in CI(X - N’) 
we get a good handle bundle decomposition of an invariant neighborhood IV’ (which is 2 
manifold with comers) of U Ypz in X. 
Proceeding in this way we eventually reach a (finite) good handle bundle decompositior 
of x. 
When X is not compact we can generalize an argument of Phillips [ 12, Lemma 1. I] 
We first realize X as an expanding union X = U!Z rXi of compact invariant manifolds witk 
boundary (perhaps with corners) such that Xi - ZX c int Xi+ r. For each i let C,‘,j = 1, . . 
ni, be the maximal (with respect to the partial orderin g by inclusion) compact invarian 
components of the saturations of fixed point sets (CI(X- Xi))‘H’ which meet ?A’,. FOI 
eachj= 1. . . . . n, there exists k = k(i, j) such that Ci’ c X, but Cij $ X,_,. Building UC 
tubular neighborhoods “ one orbit type at a time” as above. we construct a closed in. 
variant neighborhood Xi’ of Cij in CI(X, - Xi) such that iVi’ is a submanifold (with corners) 
We may assume the Nij are disj0int.j = 1, . . ni. Note that for i < i’ < k(i.j). Ci’ contain: 
some of the C/, j’ = 1. . n;,. We may assume that the neighborhood iV,,j’ is strictly 
larger than IV,’ n Cl(X, - A’,,) for each such j’. 
Let Xi’ = Xi u uy,=, it’,‘. Then Xi’ - ?A’ c int Xc _r. Considerthe compact invarianl 
submanifolds Xi’ c X;Al. By the non-closedness hypotheses and the above construction 
each minimal invariant component of the saturations of fixed point sets (Cl(Xi.,.l - Xi’))‘H 
meets 6X;+,. Thus X;+1 can be obtained from Xi’ by attaching a finite number of good 
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iandle bundles over orbits (as well as, perhaps, invariant collars) in the same way that a 
:ood handle bundle decomposition was obtained in the compact case. Hence X = Uz 1 Xi’ 
ias a decomposition into good handle bundles and invariant collars. 
$5 PROOF OF THE M.Gii THEOREM 
The structure of the proof follows that of Haefliger [6] and Poenaru [13]. We first 
)rove the following four lemmas. 
LENMA 5.1. Let X, c X2 be compact bounded incariant submanifolds of X, of the same 
dimension as X, such that X2 is obtained from A’, by atraching either a good handle bundle 
D(V) @ D( CV) c int X, or an incariant collar. Then the restriction map 
K$J(P I X2) --f l-2,& I XI) 
‘s a Scrre fibration. 
LEMMA 5.2. With the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1, the restriction map 
r-oO(Pl&J I x2> + LO(PkJ I Xl) 
is a Serrefibration. 
LEMM+ 5.3. With X, obtainedfrom X, by attaching an invariant collar. if 
i’: r&(P I X,) --* ro”(P;;.” I Xl) 
is a \i,eak hotnotopy equicalence, then 
jr: v,(p I x2) + ~,O(P;., I m 
is a It,eak homotopy equivalence. 
LEXM.4 5.4. /f G x G, D( ct”,) 1s an incariant disc bundle (ocer an orbit Gx) in int X, of 
the same dimension (as a manifold) as X, then 
i’: r,“,Cp/ G x G, D( Wx)) + rc”(Pkw / G X G, D( w> 
is a \c*eak homotopy equivalence. 
The use of good handle bundles allows us to obtain the covering homotopy property 
in Lemma 5.1 as a direct generalization of the usual case. The differences in the remaining 
lemmas from the corresponding steps in the proofs of Haefliger and Poenaru are mainly 
technical. arising from the facts that pGr: E,’ --+ X is not in general a bundle and that trans- 
lation of a linear G-space is not in general equivariant. 
Before proving the lemmas we show how Theorem 3.2 follows from them. By Theorem 
3.1 .Y can be realized as an expanding union X = u Xi of compact bounded invariant sub- 
manifolds Xi. dim Xi = dim X, such that X0 is a disc bundle along an orbit and Xi+1 is 
obtained from Xi by attaching either an invariant collar or a good handle bundle. We can 
assume the handle bundles are all contained in int X. If we prove that each 
j’ =j’l xi: rz.dPI xi> -rr2°(PL.~I xi) 
is a weak homotopy equivalence, the theorem follows by taking inverse limits of the towers 
of iceak homotopy equivalent fibrations (see [12, Appendix I]). 
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Nowj’l X0 is a weak homotopy equivalence by Lemma 5.4. If X,-i is obtained fron 
Xi by attaching an invariant collar, then the weak homotopy equivalence ofj’i ,yi implie 
that ofj’l Xi+,. by Lemma 5.3. We must show that for compact invariant submanifold 
Y, c Y, c X of the same dimension as X. such that Yz is obtained by attaching a gooc 
handle bundle D(V) @ D(W) c int X to Y, [via S(V) @ D( N’)). ifj’/ Y, is a weak homotop: 
equivalence, then so is_jrl Y, . 
Suppose V=G xGrVx. W=G xc, U’, We argue by induction on i. = index o 
D(V) @ D(W) = dim V,. For A = 0 the result is true by Lemma 5.4. Assume it holds fo 
attaching good handle bundles of index <L. For 0 < 2 < /3, let D,,,,,(Y) = G x G, Dt,,,,(V, 
= {c E Vj x I lIcj/ I /I}. We may assume Y2 = Y, u (D,,,l,(V) 0 D(W)), where Y, r 
(DcO,r,(V) @ D( CC’)) = Dc1,21( V) 0 D(W). By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we have a commutative 
diagram of fibrations 
i’l r2 
K.&l Y,) - r,O(P;,., I Y2) 
1 1 
rc,dpI y,) 
Jr1 Yl 
- LTOwi,I YA 
where the bottom arrow is a weak homotopy equivalence by assumption. It suffices to shov 
that the induced map between fibres is a weak homotopy equivalence. But this map can bt 
identified to the induced map of fibres in the same diagram with Y, replaced by Dt1,21( V) 8 
D(W) and Yz by Dto,21( V) 0 D(W). The top arrow is now a weak homotopy equivalence 
by Lemma 5.4, so we must show the bottom arrow is a weak homotopy equivalence 
Consider D,,,,,(V) 0 D(W) = G x c,(D,l.zl(Vx) x D( W,)). Dcl,zl(Vx) is G,-diffeomorphic 
to S(V,) x I. Since dim S( V,J = E. - 1, then D c,,21( V,) has a (finite) good handle bundle 
decomposition (with respect to the action of G,) with all handle bundles of index ~1.. s( 
that D,,,,(V) @ D( NJ’) has a good handle bundle decomposition with all handle bundler 
of index <E.. Hence the bottom arrow j’ is a weak homotopy equivalence by induction 
This completes the proof of the main theorem once Lemmas 5.1 to 5.4 are established. 
The Fibration Lemmas 
Proof of Lemma 5. I. We must show that given continouus maps h, H,, making the 
following square commute (where Q is a cube) we can lift h to H making the triangles 
commute : 
Equivalently, consider the G-fibre bundle jj = p x id x id: E x Q x Z -+ X x Q x Z, where 
G acts trivially on Q x I. An equivariant section of jj (which we regard also as a family of 
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Proof of Lemrm 5.3. First suppose that X2 is obtained from X, by attaching an invari- 
ant collar to a compact invariant rubmanifold .U of i.Y;. L\‘e can consider [II x [- I, I] c 
Al x P c X2. bvhere G acts tritially on 2. ,li = .\I x 0. and .\I x (- z. 01. .\I x [O. x) are 
open subsets of X, and the invariant collar (respectively). Dstine an equivariant deformation 
retractr((.r.il).(7. f) = ((.Y. i.,(zl,f)).~/. j.2(~~. t))of(.iI x 2.) x Q x ionto((.bI i (-2.01) x 
Q x 1) u ((,V x [O. x)) x Q x 0) such that for II 2 I. L,(H. I) = M and i,(~. I) = ;.,(I. r). 
For J = ((x. II). q. t) E (:\I x R) x Q x I define an equivariant diffeomorphism H,: 
1\1 x D + ,Vf x ;3 by H,(.Y’. d) = (s’. u’ + II - i,(rr. t)). Let ph.,, = PI_,,, x id x id: EL,,, x 
Q x I- X x Q x 1. .A continuous equivnriant section_/‘of j51,,, on (X, x Q x I) U (X2 x 
Q x 0) extends to P on X2 x Q x I given by k-0,) = (W( H,) -/‘(I.(?.)). q. t) for II E [O. X) 
and F(_L‘) = (F(z. 4. 0). (7. I) for y = (1. q. r) E X2 x Q x / outside (ill x [0, I]) x Q x I 
VVhen X2 is obtained from X, by- attachin, ~7 a handle bundle. the given section is first 
extended to an invariant neighborhood of the attachins bundle as above. and trivially over 
the remaining part. 
Passage to an Invariant Collar 
Proof of Lo~w70 5.3. It suffices to show that the tibrer of the restriction maps TI 
r;,,,(p I x2) + 
0 ’ r;.,,(pi X,) and n : rG ip;,,,, , .Y2) + rc;“(p~;,~, 1 A’,) are weakly contractible 
(i.e. any continuous map from a compact space into the tibre is null-homotopic). The proof 
for Tl parallels the non-equivariant case (cf. [l3]). We consider n’. 
Put a G-invariant Riemannian metric on the bundle E. Let p’: E’ -E be the canonica 
projection. and jjG’ = p’~ 15,‘. IfZ c .Y is a compact invariant submanifold (of the same di- 
mension as X) nndj‘e f’cO(pcr/Z). then there is a neighborhood L’,. ofyin TcO(pcrlZ) suck 
that if /I E L’, vre can join each ,r?(;’ 2 /I(X) to Fcr :f(s) by a unique minimal geodesic arc 
in p-‘(s). 
We can v.rite/(.y) =i,‘(s”*). /I(S) =jrr(s,“), vvhere -5/. s/ are C’ equivariant section: 
of p defined in an invariant neighborhood 11. of the orbit Gs. If h E C;J we can use the gee. 
desics in the fibres of E to get a C” equivariant section s,~(.) = ;.‘(s~.~(.), s,~(.). I) of p or 
Ct’, c Ct’ for t E 1. where ;’ is C” in all three variables and ;‘(‘u. t‘, 0) = 11, ~(tl. L‘. I) = u 
Define X,(,X) =jxr(s,“). Note that z,(g.u) = gr,(s). g E G. since E has a G-invariant metric 
By the chain rule. the r-jet of .Y~.’ at .r depends only on the r-jets of so.‘. s;’ at x. and we car 
write I,(X) = .>(J(x). /?(.Y). I). where .; is C” in all three Lariables. Hence II, E TGo(pG’ /Z) 
This gi\,es us a continuous map p: C’, x I + rc;o(pc;r /Z) such that /3(/r. t. s). /z E L,. f E I 
x E Z. satisfies /?(A. 0. I) =J(_u). /Q/I. 1. x) = KY). and /7(/Y I. X) =f(.u) for all r. The re, 
mainder of the proof is the same as that for the tirst half of the lemma. 
The 5Iain Theorem for a Disc Bundle Over an Orbit 
Proofof Lerwm 5.4. We can consider G x G, D(kI;) = G x G, II,, c X (bhere LV, is ar 
orthogonal G,-space). First note that the restriction maps 
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ar2 homeomorphisms. There is an open G,-equivariant C” map jy’s -jv’(si D( W,)) of 
E’i D( It:‘) to (El D( WI))’ which is surjective on each fibre, mapping Ec’l D( W,) isomorphi- 
tally onto (El D(W,))cX’. The image of E,‘/ D( Lb,) is an open subbundle (El D( CvX)),X’ of 
(El D( M,))‘. From the above we get a commutative diagram: 
where the vertical arrows are homeomorphisms. The given extension @ restricts to a con- 
tinuous extension CD, : gG,( It’,) -+ 9Gx(El IV,) under which (El &;),y’ is invariant. 
Hence it suffices to show that 
j’: rz.,(p I w w ---t r,%;,,, 1 mw) 
is a vreak homotopy equivalence. wherep: E --t Wis a G-locally trivia! differentiable G-fibre 
bundle over an orthogonal G-space IV, with a continuous extension @: 9J W) ---t QG(E), 
and E,’ is an open G- and 9c(W’)-invariant subbundle of E’. To prove this we show that 
the evaluation map ev(0): rGo(p~,wj D( IV)) - (p:,,)-‘(O) and the map p = ev(0) 0 j’ are 
both weak homotopy equivalences. 
We identify rGa(pl D( CV)) with C,=(D( IV). Y). where Y =p-‘(0). For Z c D(W), 
let n(Z) c C,“(Z. Y) correspond to rz,,(plZ) under this identification. 
If Y’ c Y is a compact invariant submanifold, there is an equivariant embedding 
r: Y’ + C’ into an orthogonal G-space I/ [4, Chapter VIII]. Let r: N - Y’ be the natural 
equivariant retraction from an invariant tubular neighborhood N of e( Y’). Let J;,,( D( W), Y’) 
be the space of r-jets of germs of equivariant maps D( CV) + Y’ at 0 E D(W), and let F 
be the composition jo’a -+j,‘(e 3 cr) + P(jO’(e 0 cr)) of inclusions Jz,,(D( W), Y’) c JE,o 
(D( IV). V) : C,“(D( IV). V). where P is the map which associates to a jet the corresponding 
polynomial map. P(j,' s) is equivariant for jo’ s E JL,o( D( W), V) by the chain rule. 
We now show p is a weak homotopy equivalence. Suppose f: .Y” + i2(D(W)) is a 
continuous map such that p ;J is null-homotopic. Let Y’ be a compact (bounded) in- 
variant submanifold of Y which is a neighbourhood of f(S“‘)( D( W)). For E > 0 sufficient- 
ly small, 0 zf(r)) I Dlo,,,( W) has its image in N for all y E .S.&‘, and the map Y(y) = 
r 2 F(p = f(y)) / D,, ,(J CV) from S.” into !A( D co.cl( IV)) is null-homotopic. But since E,’ is open, 
fI D,,,,,( IV) and y are homotopic (E small enough). Using the extension Q, we easily 
obtain a null-homotopy off. 
On the other hand. iff’: S.$’ -+ (pL,J-‘(O), define a map f": .I?" -+ f2(D,,,,,(W)) (for 
some E > 0). such that p 3 f” = f ‘> byf” = r 5 F r~ f ‘. Let H : D( W) -+ D,, .el( W) be an equi- 
variantdiffeomorphism coinciding with the identity in a neighbourhood of 0. Then p 0 f = f', 
forf=Q(H-‘)3f”= H: S.“-Q(D(U’)). 
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Now consider ev(0). If f’ : .St’ + (pk,,)-i(O), define f as above. so that jr : f: S.” + 
r,‘(ph,,] D(W)). and ev(0)(jr 2 f) = f ‘. On the other hand if f: S-” - Tco(p~,uj D( I!‘), 
such that ev(0) : f is null-homotopic. then vve can prove f is null-homotopic as above. 
This completes the proof. 
56. EQUI\‘.%RIANT SUBXIERSION AND IhlMERSIOS THJZOREhIS 
Let X and Y be G-manifolds. We consider the trivial G-fibre bundle p : E = .Y x Y -+ X 
with the trivial extension @: a,(X) + Q,(E). Let E,’ be the open G- and P,(X)-invariant 
subbundle of E’ consisting of l-jets of maximal rank. 
If dim X 2 dim Y, then I-~,.&) = Sub,(X, Y), the space of equivariant submersion: 
of X into Y with the C” topology, and I-,‘($;,,) = Max,*(TX. TY), the space of equi. 
variant bundle maps F: TX-+ TY which have maximal rank on each fibre, and such that 
for each x E X, ET] T(Gx), is given by the differential of the map g.u -gf(x) of Gs ontc 
Gf(x) (where f: X-+ Y is the map induced by F). The main theorem gives an equivarianl 
version of Phillip’s submersion theorem [12]: 
THEOREM 6.1. If X sat&firs the conditions of Theoretvl 3.1, then the diyerential 
d: Sub&X, Y) --t Max,*(TX, TY) 
is a break homotopy equicalence. 
We now assume that dim X < dim Y and that X may be a closed G-manifold. Lei 
Imm,(X, Y) be the space of equivariant immersions X -+ Y, and R&TX, TY) the space 01 
equivariant bundle monomorphisms. Denote by Ra*(TX, TY) c R&TX. TY) the subspact 
of bundle maps F: TX -+ T Y such that, as above, F,i T(Gx), is given by the diEerentia1 01 
the induced map from Gx onto Gf(x). Let (Xi’} be the partially ordered set of invarianl 
components of the saturations X(Hj’ of fixed point sets XHj of X, as in 53. 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that the dimension of the fixed point set of the isotropy subgrolq 
Hi in each minimal element Xi’ is strictly less than the dimension of each component of Y” 
(or in fact just less than the dimension of each component of YH~ containing a point Lr,hose orbi 
has the same dimension as the orbits of Xi’). Then the d#erential intluces a rreak hornotopl 
equivalence 
d: Imm,(X, Y) --) RG*(TX, TY). 
The proof occupies the remainder of this section. First note that under the assumption: 
of Theorem 6.2, the total space E of the normal bundle of an equivariant immersion f : X -+ I 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Consider a G-vector bundle V: E -+ X of dimensior 
dim Y - dim X, and let Imm,,,(X, Y) c Imm,(X, Y) be the subspace of immersions witt 
normal bundle G-isomorphic to u. Imm,,,, (X, Y) is a union of path components o 
Imm,(X, Y). Let R:,,(TX, TY) c R,*(TX, TY) be the subspace of bundle monomorph 
isms with complementary bundle V. It suffices to show that the differential 
d: Imm,,,(X, Y) -+ RG,“*(TX, TY) 
is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
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There is a commutative diagram: 
Imm,(E. Y) = Sub,(E. Y) 2 Max,*(TE, TY) = R,*(TE, TY) 
n 
. I 
Ix’ 
Imm,.,(X. Y) d %,,(TX, TY) 
where the vertical arrows are given by restriction to the zero section of E (there is a canonical 
G-isomorphism TEl X 2 TX@ E). The top arrow is a weak homotopy equivalence by 
Theorem 6.1. so we need only show that I-I and n’ are fibrations, and that the induced map 
on fibres is a weak homotopy equivalence (the proof of this similar to that of Lemma 5.4. 
and we omit it). It remains then to prove: 
LEMMA 6.3. The restriction maps 
l-I: Sub,(E, Y) --* Imm,,,(X, Y), 
II’: Max,*(TE. TY) + RE,,(TX, TY) 
are Serrejbrations. 
Proof: The proof for lT is fairly clear. and again omitted. 
show that given continuous maps h, H, making the following 
can lift h to H making the triangles commute: 
QXO -J% Max,*(TE, T Y) 
7 
,’ 
n HI I 
QxZ /II 
I 
G,” (TX, TY). 
Consider n’. We want to 
square commute, then we 
Using the canonical isomorphism TEI X 2 TX@ E we can assume, in fact, that we have 
3: ((TEI X) x Q x I) u (TE x Q x 0) + TY such that fi = f [((TEI X) x Q x Z) and 
J-2 =f‘I(TEx Q x 0) are G-vector bundle isomorphisms which on each fibre are l-jets of 
equivariant local maps E + Y. We want to extend f to a G-vector bundle isomorphism 
F: TE x Q x I--+ TY with the same property. Extension is easy; the difficulty lies in pre- 
serving this property. 
Note. Let X, Y be G-manifolds, and p: E -+ X a G-vector bundle with the dimension 
of the total space E the same as that of Y. Regard X as the zero section of E. We note the 
following technique for extending a G-vector bundle isomorphism f: TEI X-+ TY (over 
3:X-Y ,) h’h sav w IC on each fibre is given by the l-jet of an equivariant local map E -+ Y, 
to a G-vector bundle isomorphism F: TEI N(X) + TY, where IV(X) is some invariant neigh- 
bourhood of X in E. Fix G-invariant Riemannian metrics on TX, TY. Let D(TX) be an 
invariant tubular neighborhood of the zero section A’ of TX where the exponential map 
is defined [likewise D(TY)), and let 7-r: @TX) --t X be the projection, @TX,) the fibre over 
x E 2’. Let P’, be the orthogonal complement of T(Gx), in TX,. Then for D( P’,) = D(TX,) A 
V,, Ux = exp D( V,) is a slice in X at x, and [g, LJ]-+ g exp v is a G-diffeomorphism from 
Gx c, D(C’J onto the invariant neighborhood G . r/, of Gx in X. 
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Fixing a G-isomorphism of the pull-back bundles exp*E, 7*E over @TX) which 
restricts to the identity over XC &TX). there is a commutative diagram of G-vector 
bundle maps for each I E X: 
G (Nf’.J x E,) = ir*E - E 
The lower horizontal composed map is a G-diffeomorphism onto G L:x. Let 4, be the 
composition of the inverse isomorphism Ej G L, -+ G (D( C'.J X E,) z G x.,~(D( vii,) X E,r) 
of total spaces with the inclusion G x c,(D( V,) x EJc G x~,(D(TX,) x E,). The linear 
G,-equivariant map f; given by f on the fibre of TEI X z TX@ E over x c X induces a 
G-equivariant map t,: G x ,x(TX, x E,) -TYIG .f(x). Fore sf-'(D(TY)) n Ewe define 
Fe: TE, --+ TY,,p,/(e) as the differential of the map exp 3 tpCrI 2 4p,r) : El G L:p,ej -+ Y at e. 
and can check that the map F : TEIf-'(D(TY)) n E -+ T Y obtained in this way is a con- 
tinuous G-vector bundle map (by construction given on each fibre by the l-jet of an equi- 
variant local map E -+ Y). Since F = f on TEj X, then F is an isomorphism over some in- 
variant neighborhood N(X) of X in f -'(D(TY)) n E. 
Returning to the proof of Lemma 6.3. we can now extendf,: (TEI X) x Q x 1~ TY 
to a G-vector bundle isomorphism fI’: (TEl N(X)) x Q x I-, TY. where IV(X) is an in- 
invariant tubular neighborhood of X in E, and such that f,’ is eiven on each fibre by the 
differential of an equivariant local map. Usingf,’ and f2 it is easy to extend f to a G-iso- 
morphism TE x Q x I- TY with the same property. 
47. APPLYING THE I?vI~lERSIOS THEOREX 
Let X and Y be G-manifolds satisfying the hypotheses of the equivariant immersion 
theorem (Theorem 6.3). Then regular G-homotopy classes of equivariant immersions 
X-, Y are in one-one correspondence with G-homotopy classes of equivariant bundle 
maps TX -+ T Y having the property that vectors tangent to an orbit in X are mapped by 
the differential of the induced smooth equivariant map of the orbit into Y. If G is a finite 
group, for example, these are the G-homotopy classes of all equivariant bundle maps. Let 
k = dim A’ and Fk(X) be the bundle of k-frames of A’. The action of G on TX induces an 
action on F,(X). making F,(X) a principal G-fibre bundle with structure group GL(k). 
GL(k) also acts on the right, and G on the left of FJ Y). Denote by F;(X) x GL,kl Fk( Y) the 
orbit space of F,(X) x Fk( Y) under the right diagonal action of GL(k), and by [(Xi). {Y,:] 
the orbit of ({Xi}, {Y,}), {Xi} = {X,, . , X,} E FJX), { YJ E FJY). The induced projection 
F,(X) x GLCr) Fk( Y) + X is the bundle associated to the bundle of k-frames of X, with fibre 
the bundle of k-frames of Y. The actions of G on F,(X), FJ Y) induce an action on this 
bundle, given by g[{Xi}, (Yi}] = [{9X,}, {g Y,}]. S’ mce equivariant bundle monomorphisms 
TX--t TY correspond to equivariant sections of F,(X) x GLckj FJ Y) -+ X, the immersion 
theorem implies that regular G-homotopy classes of equivariant immersions X- Y are in 
one-one correspondence with G-homotopy classes of equivariant sections of the bundle 
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F,(X) xCLft,Fk(Y) ---f X whose images consist of points [IX,;-, : 1,j.l having the following 
property. If {X,1-. !, Yi} are frames at .r E X. J E I- (respectively) and Xj E {X,1- is tangent to 
the orbit G.r c X. then I) is the image of Xj by the differential of gs - 9)‘. Again. of course. 
this condition evaporates when C is finite. 
When Y is a linear G-space E. there is an induced action of G on the Stiefel manifold 
P’JE) of k-frames in E. and the above bundle may be taken as Fk(,.U) x GL,kJ vk(E) + 2’. 
In order to enumerate G-homotopy classes of sections of such a bundle. we can use 
an ** equivariant obstruction theory ” for extending an equivariant map over successive 
skeleta of an eqrkzrirr~t CCt’ COU~~/P.~. The detinition of an equiv.arinnt Cl{. complex is 
obtained from the definition of an ordinary C 11. complex (as eiven. for example. in Spanier 
[lj, p. 1011) as follovvs. Instead of adjoining n-cells E” by maps from .S-‘. vve adjoin G- 
spaces of the form E” x G/H (equicariont n-ceils). u here H is some closed subgroup of G, 
by equivariant maps from s”-’ x G,iH. The standard elementary properties of C It- com- 
plexes remain valid in the equivariant case. Illman [9] shows that a differentiable G-manifold 
is a finite dimensional equivarinnt C’Tl~ complex. 
A contramrinnt coqficient sysrenl 1 for G is a contravariant functor from the category 
of G-spaces G/H, where H is a closed subgroup of G. and G-homotopy classes of equi- 
variant maps. to the category of unitary modules over a ring R with unit. Illman [9]. [IO] 
defines an equivariant singular cohomology theory H,“(.; I) (with the coefficient system I 
3s coefficients) on the category of all pairs of G-spaces and G-maps (with values in the cate- 
sory of R-modules). which satisfies equivariant versions of the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms. 
3n the category of finite dimensiona! equivariant Clt’ pairs there is a uniqueness theorem 
‘or theories satisfying these axioms. 
An obstruction theory on equivariant Clt~ complexes was given for finite groups G by 
Bredon [3]. and extended to compact Lie groups by his student, C. Vaseekaran. We sketch 
in alternative formulation. Let G be a compact Lie group and (X, PI) an equivariant Clt’ 
)air. There is an equivariant cohomology theory (vvith contravariant coefficient system I), 
;atisfying the equivariant Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms. given by the homology of an equi- 
variant relative cellular cochain complex {C,*(X. .-l; I); d)- whose /zth cochain module 
TGm(X. /i ; I) may be defined as follows. Fix a characteristic map 
G: (Em x G/H, S”-’ x G/H) + (Xm. zYm-‘) 
‘or each equivariant Ill-cell of (X, A). Denote by t(a) the closed subgroup H of G, and let 
: = @/(G/K), the direct sum taken over all closed subgroups I\’ of G. Let F,,, be the free 
tbelian group generated by the distinguished characteristic maps G for the equivariant 
?I-cells of (X. A). and define CGm(X. A; I) as the R-module of (abelian group) homo- 
norphisms f: F,, + L such that f(G) E I(G,‘t(c)) for each generator G of F,,, The differential 
j: Ca”‘(Xq .-I: I) + CEil(X. .A; /) is given by (.df)(r) = E[r:c]f(a). where the sum is over the 
distinguished characteristic maps G for nl-cells, 7 is the distinguished characteristic map 
‘or an equivariant (nr i l)-cell, and [T :o] is a homomorphism [(G/r(a)) -+ [(G/t(t)) 
generalizing the usual incidence number. 
Now let Y be a G-space such that Y” is non-empty and n-simple for each closed sub- 
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group H of G. There is a contravariant coefficient system I, for G with /“(G/H) = n,( YH) 
(since YH is n-simple we can ignore base points). Letj: X” u A -+ Y be an equivariant map. 
The obstruction cocycle c”“(f) E Cz”(X. A; /,,) for extendingfto the (n +- I)-skeleton may 
be defined as follows. If 
G: (EnL1 x G/H, s” x G/H) + (X”-‘. X”) 
is the distinguished characteristic map for an equivariant (n + I)-cell of (X, A), then 
c” i ‘(f)(a) E rc”( YH) is the homotopy class of f 3 (~1 S” x {l H}): S” --t (X” u A)H -+ YH. 
There are equivariant versions. as given by Bredon. of the familiar propositions of obstruc- 
tion theory. 
We now give some simple applications of the equivariant immersion theorem for mani- 
folds with actions of Z2 and Z, . Applying the equivariant obstruction theory may be com- 
plicated in general, but in these examples there is only one equivariant cell in each dimension. 
and it comes down, in fact, to ordinary obstruction theory. For actions of non-finite groups, 
of course, the restriction to a particular subspace of equivariant tangent bundle monomor- 
phisms poses an additional difficulty. 
Let Z, act on RkC’ = Rp+’ x Ipkmp by reflection in RPfl, and on R” = lR4 x R”-q by 
reflection in W4. We consider equivariant immersions of the unit sphere Sk c Wkil, with the 
induced Z2-action, into R”. Sk has an obvious equivariant CM’ decomposition with an 
equivariant O-cell Z,/Zz , an equivariant p-cell EP x Z,,iZ, , and one equivariant i-cell 
E’ x Z, for each i = p + 1, . . , k (when p = - 1, so that Sk has the antipodal action of 
Z2, the equivariant C W decomposition comprises one i-cell E’ x Zz for each i = 0, . . . , k). 
Let V,(R”) be the Stiefel manifold P’,,, of k-frames (not necessarily orthogonal) in W”, 
with Z,-action induced from R”, and consider the bundle TI : F,(S’) x GL(nj V,(R”) -+ Sk 
with induced Z,-action. How does the isotropy subgroup of a point x E Sk act on the 
fibre V,,k over X? Consider x in the fixed point set Sp, say x = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Then TS: = 
{(O, 51, ..., &) = Rk+‘), and the generator I of Z, acts on TS: by ~(0, Cl, . . . , tk) = 
(O,cl ,..., <,, -<,+, ,..., -ck).Letei=(O ,..., I,..., O)~TS:(linthe(i+l)stplace) 
i= 1, . . . . k, and let ( Yi} be a k-frame in F3”; say Y, = (yil, . . . yin), i = 1, . , k 
Then r[(e,}, {Y,}] = [{e,], {i Y,]J], where J E GL(k) is the diagonal matrix with the p firs 
diagonal entries 1 and the others - 1. Now (1 Y,jJ = {by,}, where 
Hence the fixed point set of Z, on the fibre Vn,k over x E 9’ is V,,, x I’,_,,,_,. 
Thus the construction of equivariant sections and homotopies of sections of IT by 
successive extensions over the equivariant i-skeleta of S’ involves obstructions in the home. 
topy groups of v,,P x vn-4.k-P for i I p, and in the homotopy groups of V,, for i > p, 
Assume, for example, that q > p + 1, n - q > k - p + 1, so that there is a one-one corres- 
pondence between free homotopy classes and based homotopy classes of maps SF -+ V,,P x 
Vn_4.k_P. The classification theorem (cf. Bredon [3, Chapter II. Theorem 2.1 I]) then give: 
a one-one correspondence between elements of rP( v,,p) x ;I& v,,_,,,_ & and Z,-homotopy 
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classes of equivariant sections of LI defined on Sp c S’. If in addition n 2 2X_, then any 
such section defined on .Sp extends to an equivariant section on SL. since ;I,(v’~,~) = 0, i < 
n - k, and Z1-homotopy classes of extensions of a given section detinsd on Sp are in one- 
one correspondence with elements of nk( V,.,). Hence, by the equivarirnt immersion theorem. 
there is a one-one correspondence between elements of nP( V,.P) x ~,(V”_,.,_J x x,(V”.~) 
and regular Z,-homotopy classes of equivariant immersions of S’ in R”. 
Now consider equivariant immersions of .S’ into W’, with the antipodal action on 
each. Since E,( V,,?) = Z2, there are two Zz-homotopy classes of equivariant sections of 
the bundle l7 : F?‘,(S’) xcL12) V,(GZ3) --t S’ defined on the equivariant l-skeleton. But 
~c~(V,,~) = 0, so that tivo equivariant sections of n are Z,-homotopic if and only if their 
restrictions to the l-skeleton are Z1-homotopic. The standard embedding and inside-out 
embedding of S’ in IR3 give representations of the two Z2-homotopy classes of equi- 
variant sections of I3. so that there are two regular Z,-homotopy classes of equivariant 
immersions of S’ in R3. represented by these embeddings. 
Finally consider Z, acting on real projective space P’ by cyclic permutation of homo- 
geneous coordinates, and on W3 with generator given by 120” rotation about an axis. An 
argument like the above shows that there are two regular Z,-homotopy classes of equi- 
variant immersions of P’ into W3. represented by Boy’s surface and Boy’s surface turned 
inside out. 
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